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This book is a survey of the history of physics, together with the associated astronomy, mathematics, and chemistry, from the beginnings of science to the present. I pay particular attention to the change from a deterministic view of nature to one dominated by probabilities, from viewing the universe as running like clockwork to seeing it as a crapshoot. Written for the general scientifically interested reader rather than for professional scientists, the book presents, whenever needed, brief explanations of the scientific issues involved, biographical thumbnail sketches of the protagonists, and descriptions of the changing instruments that enabled scientists to discover ever new facts begging to be understood and to test their theories.

As does any history of science, it runs the risk of overemphasizing the role of major innovators while ignoring what Thomas Kuhn called “normal science.” To recognize a new experimental or observational fact as a discovery demanding an explanation by a new theory takes a community of knowledgeable and active participants, most of whom remain anonymous. The book is not a detailed history that judges the contributions of every one of the individuals involved in this enterprise, important as some of them may have been, nor does it trace the origin of every new concept to its ultimate source. More modest in scope at the historical micro-level, its focus is on the general development of ideas.
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Pro Java EE 5 Performance Management and OptimizationApress, 2006
Pro Java EE 5 Performance Management and Optimization features proven methodology to guarantee top-performing Java EE 5 applications, and explains how to measure performance in your specific environment. The book also details performance integration points throughout the development and deployment lifecycles that are crucial for application...
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Running QuickBooks 2010 Premier Editions: The Only Definitive Guide to the Premier EditionsCPA911 Publishing, 2009

	
		Updated to include information on the QuickBooks® 2010 Premier Editions, this reference is filled with information for accounting professionals who want to provide extra services to clients. Business owners and bookkeepers will learn how to use the advanced accounting features unique to the...
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Distributed Control of Robotic Networks: A Mathematical Approach to Motion Coordination Algorithms (Princeton Series in Applied Mathematics)Princeton Press, 2009
This book covers its subject very thoroughly. The framework the authors have established is very elegant and, if it catches on, this book could be the primary reference for this approach. I don't know of any other book that covers this set of topics.
 (Richard M. Murray, California Institute of Technology )    

This...
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XSLT Cookbook, Second EditionO'Reilly, 2005
Forget those funky robot toys that were all the rage in the '80s, XSLT (Extensible Stylesheet Transformations) is the ultimate transformer.  This powerful language is expert at transforming XML documents into PDF files, HTML documents, JPEG files--virtually anything your heart desires.  As useful as XSLT is, though, most people...
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Cancer Prevention: The Causes and Prevention of Cancer Volume 1 (Cancer Prevention-Cancer Causes)Springer, 2000

	This Cancer Prevention book series aims to complement the research reported in the journal Cancer Causes and Control. Volumes in this series will summarize the state of the science from causes to prevention of cancer. The scope will be international. The past 20 years has seen an explosion of epidemiologic material on the causes of cancer....
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Frommer's Zion & Bryce Canyon National Parks (Park Guides)Frommers, 2010

	See the very best of Zion & Bryce Canyon National Parks


	From hiking up a river to watching the sunrise over red rock spires, our expert authors guide you to your best Zion & Bryce Canyon experiences.

	
		
			Detailed regional, park, and trail maps

	
	
		
			Exact prices, directions,...
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